SGA Minutes for December 8, 2014

Attendance:
John Wittenbel - Senator
Garrick Kautz - Senator
Dan Millis - P
Melissa Kelley - VP
Krista Walker - Senator
Kelsey Randall - Treasurer
Tyler Cox - Secretary
Caleb Stinemates - Temp. Elect.
Alley Balmer - PC
Hillary Kirking - Senator

Agenda:

Call to Order - Dan

Old Business - Dan
   The body of SGA discussed giving tree shopping, and how each member could help with it. Dan and Kelsey took individual kids to shop for, and Kirsten and Jon took a few as well. The discussion then went into how much should the donated items for open mic. cost, and it was decided to have who ever is running the stand at the beginning to decide. John said that he knew a good deal of people were coming so it should be pretty fun.

New request from fitness equipment - Dan
   The information sheet Dan received from Raphael did not have prices for the requested items and Dan wished to table the issue until prices would be available. Jon recommended that Dan look critically at the requested items and make sure that the weight room needs the items.

Carrie Hermanson Request - Kristen
   Carrie requested that she be included in the emails that contained the minutes of SGA. Tyler Cox said that he would make sure she got the previous emails and the ones yet to come.

Budget committee - Melissa
   Melissa gave a friendly reminder to the members of SGA that joined the budget approval committee for clubs on campus, to stay in touch with Jon Fons over the break.
Adjourn - Dan